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MANAGEMENT

Give Privileged Users Power. Keep Control.
Bomgar Privileged Access Management enables security professionals to control, monitor, and manage access to critical systems
by privileged users. With Bomgar, you can obtain detailed visibility into sessions and access rights. Plus provide administrators,
vendors, and business users with the access they need to improve productivity, while protecting your high-value infrastructure,
assets, and applications.

SECURE REMOTE ACCESS

MONITOR AND AUDIT

CLOUD ACCESS CONTROL

Extend remote connection
protocols, such as RDP, command
shell, SSH, and Telnet, beyond the
LAN without compromising
security. Connections are secured
by the highest level of encryption.

Monitor sessions in real-time.
Review tamper-proof audit trails,
including searchable video
recordings, and detailed logs of
screen sharing, file transfer, and
shell activity.

Enable multiple authorized users
to access and manage cloud
infrastructure powered by AWS,
Azure, VMware and other IaaS
providers. Harden your
internet-facing cloud resources
by closing unnecessary ports.

NO VPN TUNNEL

CREDENTIALS & KEYS

SECURE MOBILE APPS

Allow users and vendors to connect
to any system from anywhere, on
or off your network. Enable remote
access without VPN tunneling,
port-forwarding, or complex
firewall configurations. No need to
re-architect your network.

Authorize access without exposing
credentials to privileged accounts.
Store credentials in your password
management solution. Then
authenticate users or elevate
privileges with credential or SSH
key injection.

Connect securely from mobile
devices. Native mobile apps give
technicians desktop-quality access
over 3G/WiFi from Android or
iOS devices.

Increase Security without Compromising Productivity
Bomgar Privileged Access Management allows you to enable and enhance remote access without sacrificing security. Bomgar
works through firewalls without VPN, so you don’t need to compromise perimeter security to implement privileged access
management. Leverage Active Directory and LDAPS to manage authentication. Define permissions for users, whitelist
applications, capture detailed audit logs of every session, and enable access without exposing privileged credentials.
Each remote connection is secured by the highest level of encryption.

Integrate with Identity Management,
Change Management, and SIEM Solutions
The Bomgar API allows you to seamlessly integrate privileged access
management with your existing workflows for identity, change, and
event management.
•

Integrate with password management tools

•

Leverage existing SIEM solutions

•

Pre-built integrations with change management and ITSM solutions

•

Integrate with identity management (AD, LDAPS, RADIUS, Kerberos)

Centrally Manage Remote Connections across Operating Systems
Bomgar works elegantly across multiple platforms, not just Windows. Privileged users can work from Windows, Mac,
or Linux computers. Or they can experience desktop-quality access from Android or iOS devices.
Managing privileged access with Bomgar improves productivity for everyone. It streamlines setup, centralizes
auditing and reporting, and allows users to connect from their preferred device.

Deploy without Disruption
Bomgar Privileged Access Management deploys on-premises
via a hardened physical or virtual appliance. Endpoints and
privileged users connect to the appliance through outbound
connections, so no VPN or firewall changes are necessary.
Bomgar logs and records every session, and all session data
is guarded by the highest level of encryption.
Bomgar’s solutions can be up and running within hours,
allowing you to quickly benefit from improved access
security and productivity. Plus, Bomgar’s solutions make
users’ jobs easier, speeding adoption and reducing the risk
of workarounds that can undermine security.

ABOUT BOMGAR
Bomgar connects people and technology securely, providing
leading remote support and privileged access management
solutions that strengthen security while increasing productivity.
Bomgar solutions help support and security professionals
improve business performance by enabling secure, controlled
access to nearly any device or system, anywhere in the world.
More than 9,000 organizations across 65 countries use Bomgar to
deliver superior support services and manage access to valuable
data and systems. Bomgar is privately held with offices in Atlanta,
Jackson, Washington D.C., Frankfurt, London, Paris, and Singapore.
Visit Bomgar at www.bomgar.com.
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